The Flint entrepreneurial ecosystem is a team effort among service providers to open up greater awareness and access to the entrepreneurial tools and resources for those interested in grassroots and early-stage startup activity in the area.

**Partner Listing**

100K Ideas
Berston Field House
Best Practices Consulting
City of Flint
Entrepreneurs Society of UM-Flint
Factory Two
Fair Food Network
Flint & Genesee Group
Flint Development Center
Flint Food Works
Flint Neighborhoods United
Flint Public Library
Flint SOUP
GISD
GST Michigan Works
Hagerman Center
Inventor’s Council of Mid-Michigan
Latinx Technology & Community Center
LISC Flint
Metro Community Development
Mott College FABLAB
Mott Workforce Development
Neighborhood Action Council
SBDC I-69 Trade Corridor Region
UM-Flint EDA CCED
Vet Biz Central
Xlerate Health
Young Entrepreneur Institute

**Coordinated by:** SIPI

**With support from:** Charles Stewart Mott Foundation

For more information about the Flint entrepreneurial ecosystem, email Stephen Wolbert at SIPI at steve@sipi-inc.com.